


 زبان انگلیسی دهم تجربی ریاضی انسانی فصل اول 

تستی

1 -

You ..................  that film. It's very boring. Let's choose another one.

will like aren't going to like didn't like won't like

2 - Is this a  .................. photo of your son? I think he is 12 years old. Am I right?

pleasant recent safe boring

3 - Because the temperature of the Earth is .................. , more animals may die out in the future.

destroying saving living increasing

4 -

Organizing several workshops in two days was a big challenge for our university, but fortunately

everything went according to .................. .

schedule pressure power success

5 - My mother’s headache did not seem to follow any special .................. .

schedule relative pattern idea

6 - The exercises build muscle and .................. body strength.

match increase divide hurt

7 - A few minutes after we went out, large drops of rain began to .................. from the dark sky.

increase fall visit go

8 - How could they destroy a lovely old building like that and put a car park there ..................  ?

around before instead else

9 - With such a busy ..................  how does he have time for his personal life?

strategy pattern schedule attention

10 - It was so hard to .................. him; he was my best and kindest friend, and I do not know what we will do without him.

die hurt lose take care 

Plants and trees are considered to be the rescuers of the nature. If we don’t save them, our next generation will have to pay

for it. Just take care of them and they’ll take care of you. A study shows that having trees in your neighborhood will keep you

away from many mental and physical diseases. They have a very stimulating impact.  

Global warming has become the hot topic of the day. Earth’s temperature is rising day by day which is triggering many

issues regarding health, nature conservation and many others. One of the major reasons for the issue is cutting down the

trees. Trees absorb dangerous ultraviolet rays and greenhouse gasses and by acting as natural air conditioners and a source of

rain, they are one of the most important controllers of global warming. So, “Save trees now, they will save you in the future.”

11 - The word “they” in paragraph 2 refers to  .................. .

greenhouse gasses absorbency trees natural air conditioners
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  saving nature   



12 - What is the best title for the passage?

Global warming, the hot topic of the day Take care of trees, they will do the same to you!

A green solution for mental and physical diseases Absorbing ultraviolet rays

13 - Which sentence is NOT true, according to the passage?

One of the main causes of global warming is cutting down the trees.

Planting trees where you live can keep you away from mental and physical diseases.

Trees act like natural air conditioners and can’t control global warming.

Saving these natural air conditioners is a way to save your future.

14 - Which word is explained in the passage?

Global warming Greenhouse gasses

15 - He lives on the street and sells the most .................. drawings at shows and art openings around the city.

amazing injured voluntary careful

16 - My mother thinks Marry 's dress is not .................. for a formal ceremony.

amazing interested favorite appropriate

17 - Studies show that if a working environment is pleasant and friendly, the employees' happiness .................. and they work

better.

updates helps participates increases

18 - Just a moment; I .................. you carry the bags to your room. 

will helping am going helping am going to help will help

19 - A: Can you help me solve my financial problem? 

B: Sorry, I can’t. You’d better ask Fred tomorrow. 

A: He is in immediate need of money, and I’m sure he .................. lend me the money I need.

won’t will does doesn’t

20 - It is .................. that children who spend a lot of time around computers either love them or hate them.

excellent nice natural safe

21 - Yesterday, I got lost in the forest. I tried to light a fire, but the rain .................. it .................. .

of animals and plants are now in danger of .................. (A) .................. because we cut down forests to farm or build on the

land where they live. Another great threat is hunting. We cruelly .................. (B) .................. animals and birds for food,

sport, or profit. Pollution is yet another serious threat, damaging many oceans, rivers, and for the ests. As a matter of fact,

without protecting the wildlife and its habitats, the diversity of animals and plants .................. (C) .................. steadily. That

is the reason why people have recently formed conservation organizations in many parts of the world. They work to save

endangered animals and plants .................. (D) .................. creating protected areas where they can live without human threat

or destruction.
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Living things have become extinct throughout the Earth’s history, but humans are now presenting a greater threat. Thousands



22 - A:

giving up hanging out dying out making up 

23 - B:

invent quit prevent kill

24 - C:

decrease will decrease decreasing were decreasing

25 - D:

in by from at

26 - I thought carefully about the job and accepted it. ..................,now I have found out that it 's too hard for me.

However Especially Instead Recently

27 - Last week, our history teacher, Mr. R ahmani,  ..................a strange story about the war between l ran and l raq.

narrated spoke carried thought

28 - His ideas about the causes of the accident .................. the members of the police office into two opposing groups.

polluted increased divided destroyed

29 - Once we went to jungle and a leopard attacked us. My friend told me: “We  .................. it out alive from this”. He was a

negative person. That is why he is not alive now but we are.

would make made

30 - If Kate didn’t hurry up, she would certainly .................. the school bus. As far as I know, there is no good means of

transportation in their neighborhood.

catch get to lose miss

31 - I lived most of my life in the .................. where trees and hills are not many.

parks plains homes forests

32 - Studies have shown that music  .................. productivity and it seems that the best choice is to listen to the music without

words because it doesn’t  .................. the language parts of the brain.

protects - hurt

B: “Good idea. I  .................. there by eight.”

..........a........  doing research in physics, he was interested in  .......b...........   ..........c........  biology and the living world. He is

the winner of the Noble prize in chemistry in 2009 for studies of the structure and function of Ribosomes.

34 - b
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will not make will make

increases - lose protects – lose increases - hurt

33 - A: “Would you like to come to my house for dinner and talk about your problem?” 

am going to be am being am will be

Vankatraman Ramakrishna is an Indian biologist. He studied physics and moved to U.S. to get his PhD in physics.

learn to learn learning learned



35 - A: I 'm having trouble solving these problems. 

B: Ask your teacher about it. He .................. you

is going to help help

Joe: you turn it off and I .................. the safety officer.

am going to phone will phone am going phone phoned

37 -

Juile: There is no milk in the refrigerator. 

John: Really? So, I  .................. and get some.

am going to go went will go don' t go

38 - My grandma has no liking for the banking system; she keeps her  .................. under her mattress.

signs savings plans problems 

39 - What she liked most in him was his  .................. manner and care. He was the best husband she could have found.

negative protective related dangerous 

40 - Some animals have special colors called .................. coloration that makes it difficult for hunters to see them.

attentive endangered protective saved

For many years people believed that the cleverest animals after man were chimpanzees. Now, however, there is proof that

dolphins may be even cleverer than these big apes. 

Although a dolphin lives in the sea, it is not a fish. It is a mammal. It is in many ways, therefore, like a human being. 

Dolphins have a simple language. They are able to talk to one another. It may be possible for man to learn how to talk to

dolphins. But this will not be easy because dolphins cannot hear the kind of sounds man can make. If man wants to talk to

dolphins, therefore, he will have to make a third language which both he and the dolphins can understand. 

Dolphins are also very friendly towards man. They often follow ships. There are many stories of dolphins guiding ships

through difficult and dangerous waters.

41 - From the passage, it can be understood that dolphins .................. .

are the largest sea animals can be taught to speak to men 

can teach men their language can speak to one another

42 - Which of the following statements is NOT true according to the passage?

Dolphins are able to understand simple language. 

Dolphins are like human beings in many ways. 

It was believed that chimpanzees were the cleverest animals after men. 

The kind of sounds people make is not easy to be heard by dolphins.
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will help helped

36 - Maria: Look! There 's smoke coming out of the photocopier. 



43 - The paragraph following this passage most probably continues with .................. .

a discussion of how dolphins are different from other mammals 

an explanation of why dolphins are not grouped in fish family 

some examples of dolphins’ friendly manners towards men in the sea 

a discussion of how scientists are trying to make a third language

44 - The best title for the passage could be “ .................. ”.

Dolphins: Fish or Mammals Dolphins: Smart Animals 

Why Dolphins Follow Ships Making a Third Language

45 - My wife's and my work  .................. are totally different, so we don't get much time together.

schedules beginnings plains expressions 

46 - It was Delta’s  ..................  wish that except the boat all her property must be given away for charity.

dying bleeding packing burning

47 - Most of the old parts of Mosul were .................. by air attacks during the war.

increased hunted placed destroyed

48 - Examples of .................. nouns in English are Joseph, Vienna, and the White House.

beautiful plural personal proper

49 - People believe this newly-built factory would .................. the wildlife. They have voiced their beliefs in the local

newspapers.

endanger increase protect divide

50 - It was difficult for my father to .................. the money equally among the family members.

increase receive divide borrow

A famous writer who was visiting Japan was invited to give a lecture at a university to a large group of students. Because

most of them could not understand spoken English, he had to have a translator. During the lecture, he told an amusing story

which went on for rather a long time. At last he stopped to allow the translator to translate it into Japanese, and was very

surprised when he did this in a few minutes, after which all the students laughed loudly. 

 After the lecture, the writer thanked the translator for his good work and then he said to him, “Now, tell me how you

translated that long story of mine into such a short Japanese one.” “I did not tell the story at all,” said the Japanese man with

a smile. “I just said this respectable man has just told a funny story. You will all laugh, please.”

51 - The underlined word “this” refers to .................. .

telling an amusing story talking to the students translating the story being surprised

52 - Hundreds of people came to form a  ..................  chain around the nuclear plants to support our nuclear activities.

country phrase human culture

A woodpecker is a kind of bird. Woodpeckers are found all over the world except in the North and South poles, Australia,

and New Zealand. There are over 200 different kinds of woodpeckers. The two largest woodpeckers, the Imperial

Woodpecker and the Ivory-billed Woodpecker are most likely extinct. Animals that are extinct are no longer found on Earth. 

Woodpeckers have sharp bills for drilling into wood, and short, stiff tails which help prop them up against tree trunks and

branches. Woodpeckers also have very long tongues, which help them get at insects deep within trees. Woodpeckers are often
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heard drumming loudly on trees before they are seen. Woodpeckers can even become pests if they learn to drum on siding of

a house. 

Woodpeckers can easily be attracted to backyard bird feeders with sunflower seeds or suet. Suet is a kind of animal fat that is

very tasty to woodpeckers and other birds.

53 - The two largest woodpeckers in the world are ..................

When they eat suet. When they drum on houses. When they become extinct.

They will come to bird feeders. They have short, stiff tails.

Woodpeckers like suet. They are found in a few places in the world.

57 - Is this a  ..................  photo of your son? I think he is 12 years old. Am I right?

useful recent safe boring

The Olympic Games will be held in our country. As a great many people will be visiting the country, the government will be

building new hotels, a stadium and a fine new swimming pool. They will also be building new roads and a special railway

line. The games will be held just outside the capital and the whole area will be called " Olympic City ". Workers will have

completed the new roads by the end of this year. By the end of next year, they will have finished work on the new stadium.

The fine  modern building have been designed. We are all very excited and are looking forward to the Olympic Games

because they have never been held in this country. 

58 - When will the workers finish work on the new stadium?

59 - The Olympic Games will be held in this country .................. .

inside the capital and some areas for the first time 

every four years before next year begins 

60 - The underlined world " they " refers to .................. .

workers government people games

61 - The government are going to do some work except to .................. .

build a stadium build new hotels design modern buildings visit the country 

62 - A: I don't know how to use this camera. 

B: It's very easy. I  ..................  You.

show will show showed am going to show
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found all over the world.

normally found at bird feeders.

54 - When do woodpeckers sometimes become pests?

most likely no longer on Earth.

two kinds of pests.

When they visit feeders.

To eat seeds

To get at insects within trees

55 - Why do woodpeckers have long tongues?

To get at insects on the ground

So they can drum on trees

56 - Which is NOT true about woodpeckers?

Before the next year finishes In one year 

When Games will be held When people visit the country 



63 - I am sure you will soon learn about his bad  ..................  He is the sort of person you can never depend on.(با تغییر)

mean nature skill idea

An endangered animal is one that is at risk of becoming extinct, which means no longer in existence. Dinosaurs are the

largest group of animals to have ever become extinct, although the kinds of dinosaurs are quite diverse, others include dodo

birds, mammoths, and even some species of tigers. 

Endangerment of animals is occurring more often due to being threatened by environmental changes, the destruction of

habitats, the shortage of food supply, and being hunted. Many of these causes are preventable if more people were educated

about the dangers of their habits. 

Unfortunately, many areas that used to be home to a lot of animals, have been turned into places where humans now either

live or go, such as a subdivision or mall. Other animals are being hunted by humans who are seeking money, not considering

the long-term effects of their actions. 

Fortunately, many laws are being enforced to help prevent complete extinction of many species. As with any law, there are

people, known as poachers, who ignore these laws and will still kill animals for either their fur or meat. In order to best

protect these animals, it is best to educate those of the dangers.

64 - Which of the followings can be the best definition of the endangered animals?

the animals that are hunted by humans who just think about money.

the animals that are dying out and few of them are found around us.

the animals that are protected by people who make laws about them.

the animals that never allow the humans to take their natural homes.

65 - The followings are among the reasons why the animals are endangered EXCEPT ..................

the changes that take place in their environment are destructive

the amount of food they need to live becomes very short

the number of the animals that are at risk is much less than those that are not at risk

the people who kill them for food and money help to put them in danger

66 - According to the passage, poachers are people who  ..................

take care of animals hunt the animals for making money

make laws to protect animals observe laws and kill the animals 

67 - The best way to stop these animals from dying out is ..................

educating people and making them aware of these dangers making laws about how to hunt these animals

paying attention to the people who like killing these animals considering the long-term effects of the hunting 

68 - Some people in the cities of Noor and Gorgan cut down trees and throw away rubbish in lakes. Mr. Rohi, how do you

teach your students to pay more attention to nature ...?

instead really anymore orally

69 - A: "Do you want to go out with your friends?" 

B: "No, I  .................. the match on TV."

watch will watch can watch
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am going to watch

Passage 1



What is color? Why do some objects look red, others green, others blue? Color is caused by reflected light. We see color

because things send back light. Something that is red reflects mostly red light. It reflects a little green or blue light, too, but

we do not see it. In the same way, a green object sends back mostly green light. White objects reflect all colors of light.

Black do not reflect any light.  

What happens to the colors of light that are not reflected? They are absorbed by the objects. The darker the color, the less

light is reflected and the more light is absorbed. Light that is absorbed is turned into heat. For this reason, dark colored

clothes are warmer in the sunlight than light-colored clothes.

70 - The color of an object depends on  .................. .

the color of the light we see. whether it absorbs all colors of light.

the heat that is absorbed. the amount of light that is reflected.

71 - Dark-colored clothes are warmer in the sunlight than light-colored ones because darker colors  .................. .

absorb no light at all  reflect more heat than lighter colors

reflect the light that we see. absorb more light than lighter colors

72 - The pronoun “We” refers to  ................... .

those who work with objects  human beings

the readers only  people who make paint
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